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Founders Hosts Music Video
Competition

The decades old music video
competition continued despite new
COVID-19 restrictions
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The Work of Amani ya Juu
in Chattanooga
Kenyan and Ugandan Women’s
ministry expands it’s work into
the United States
Page 1

JV Sports Cancelled Due to
COVID-19
Participants react to the
shutdown of JV sports

Photo from barrons.com

On August 17, Dean
Voyles sent out an email
inviting Covenant students, staff and faculty to participate in a
study conducted by the
Mayo Clinic. The study
is measuring the prevalence of COVID-19
on college campuses by
taking serology, or antibody, tests at the beginning and end of a six
to eight week period of
time. Here’s an update.

According to Voyles,
the clinic initially came
to Covenant through a
connection to President
Halvorson. Halvorson
knew Dr. Gregory Poland, Director of the
Mayo Vaccine Research
Group and one of seven doctors in Covenant’s Medical Advisory
Group to plan for a safe
reopening. Voyles said,
“In July, he [Dr. Poland]
invited us to participate
in the prevalence study
for which he was researching.”

Prevalence is an epidemiological term that
refers to the proportion of a population
sick with a disease at a
particular time. Dr. Poland’s research study is
assessing the prevalence
of COVID-19 at Covenant College for the beginning and the end of
the semester. Alongside
the data Covenant has
collected about positive
CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

ADMISSIONS INNOVATING TO KEEP
ATTRACTING PROSPECTIVE STUDENTS
TO CAMPUS
by Abi Davis
As the COVID-19 pandemic continues to affect
the Covenant community,
the Admissions Department has indefinitely adjusted their recruitment
methods in order to better serve prospective students during these uncertain times, admissions
leaders say.

ed travel for admissions
counselors. On-campus
visits are limited to one
family at a time (as opposed to three or four),
and preview days have
shifted from overnight
Covenant 360 visits to
one-day SneakPeak visits
that are grouped by specific majors and limited to
50 students with one parent/guardian each.

These adjustments include mask-wearing and
social distancing during
on-campus tours, new
SneakPeak preview days,
test-optional admissions
(due to canceled ACT
and SAT tests) and limit-

Brad Tomas, Assistant
Vice President for Enrollment Management,
said that the pandemic
has been “a big question
mark for all enrollment
leaders” across the country. “COVID-19 has been

A guide to timeless Christmas
films that deserve your attention
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COVENANT PARTICPATES IN
MAYO HEALTH CLINIC STUDY

by Davy Codington

The Most Wonderful Viewing of the Year

super challenging for us,
just like it has been for
everybody in all walks of
life,” Tomas said.

FREE TO ALL
PLEASE REUSE
OR RECYCLE
AFTER READING
VOLUME 69.3
The Importance of Church
Membership
There is an epidemic gripping Covenant, and it’s not
COVID-19, it’s a failure to
appreciate the importance of
church membership
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FOUNDERS HOSTS
MUSIC VIDEO
COMPETITION

THE WORK OF
AMANI YA JUU IN
CHATTANOOGA

by Emma Luke

by Kelli Hansen

As this semester draws
to a close, students are
mourning the loss of
some traditional Covenant College events.
Unable to allow crowds
of people to make their
yearly circuit through
its
winding
halls,
Around Founders has
been postponed. Carter Hall leaves piles of
holiday decor in storage
for another year, unable
to bring festive cheer to
campus through Carter Christmas. Students
will also not be able to
celebrate the last day
of classes this semester
with Mistletoe Mingle.

Just a few months ago,
a small, beautiful compound in the center of
Nairobi, Kenya, was
buzzing with activity. The laughter and
songs of women could
be heard throughout
the buildings and gardens as they worked.
Customers floated in
and out of the shop, the
front which was full of
the colorful handiwork
of these women. Other
customers rested in the
peaceful garden while
they waited for a soup
or salad from the cafe.
This oasis in the midst
of the busy capital of
Nairobi is called Amani
ya Juu, meaning “peace
from above” in Swahili.
It’s an organization that
ministers to marginalized women and gives
them an opportunity to
use their gifts to support
themselves and their
families.

However,
Covenant
College is nothing if
not committed to carrying on traditions where
it can. That is where
the chaotic energy of
Founders Music Video
comes in. Every year, all
of the halls in Founders
spend weeks choosing
songs, planning themes
and filming scenes to Together the women at
edit together and win their two locations in
the judges over.
Kenya and Uganda sew
beautiful products like
Brethren Hall won the dresses, kitchen items,
CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

With campus preview
days shifting to a focus on academics, and
COVID-19 protocols restricting typical access to
dorms during tours, the
Admissions Department
has had to find new ways
to showcase Covenant’s
student life. Admissions
funds were reallocated to
create a virtual “360º tour”
of campus, and “Covenant
Live” student Q&A panels
are scheduled for later in
the semester to give applicants a sense of what life
is like as a Covenant student.

Tomas, who joined the
Covenant
Admissions
team in spring 2019, oversees the Admissions and
Financial Aid offices and
has helped implement
new strategies pre-pan- “We know the virtual exdemic to improve enroll- perience isn’t the same as
being on campus, so we
ment.
don’t know the impact
“The biggest challenge is of that missed opportuthat typically we would be nity… this group of high
able to have some amount school seniors—their colof predictive ability. Now, lege search process is unall the behaviors [of appli- like anyone ever before.
cants] are different,” To- They’ve done more virtual
visits and tours and Instamas said.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 3

gram tours than anyone
ever before,” Tomas said.
Admissions Counselor
Sarah Erickson ’17 has
worked for Covenant
since summer 2018 and
said that the pandemic
has changed her travels to
Texas and Alabama, her
primary recruiting states.
According to Erickson,
travel is hard to predict
because “high schools are
watching what colleges
are doing and colleges are
trying to figure out what
high schools are doing.
So that’s been hard. The
good thing is that it’s not
unique to Covenant—all
colleges are trying to figure this out.”
Erickson has noticed that
visits with prospective
students have shifted to
more one-on-one interCONTINUED ON PAGE 4

NEWS
MAYO CLINIC STUDY
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

cases, the information
about prevalence can be
used to understand the
spread of asymptomatic COVID-19, the form
of disease that infects
someone but does not
cause symptoms.
In order to provide data
for the prevalence of
COVID-19 on campus,
participants have submitted a small sample
of blood. This allows the
researchers to test the
blood for the presence
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of antibodies, which are
defense molecules that
can protect the body
from disease for a period
of time. The researchers
will cross-check each of
these results with what
Covenant knows about
students who have tested positive or have
shown symptoms. If a
sample of blood shows
that
COVID-specific
antibodies are present
but the participant has
not otherwise been sick
showing symptoms, this
is treated as an asymptomatic infection.

cony won three awards
for their video: people’s
choice, third place and
best actress.

competition this year,
and their video was
set to “Hometown” by
French 79. Jon Schimpf
’23 was the creative director, and the video
was full of eclectic poker
tables, burning playing
cards and a smoky atmosphere. Schimpf ’s vision for the card theme
came from a desire to
give Brethren’s only senior, Zach Humphery
’21, a special feature.
Their theme ended up
dark, neon and electric.

“I think the video was
the perfect amount of
bonding. We weren’t
under high stress and
we could simply have
fun!
The
pressure
wasn’t less than Around
Founders, just different. I would have loved
to experience Around
Founders this year, but I
can confidently say that
FMV was a success for
our hall and unity!”

Levi Tucker ’23 said,
“The whole process was
a lot of fun and a bit
chaotic. Jon Schimpf ’23
was the creative director
and was definitely the
mastermind behind it
all. It was an awesome
bonding
experience
because this is the first
time in years we have
been able to get 100%
hall participation, so it
was a great time figuring out a place for each
person on the hall.”
Schimpf commented on
the communal aspect of
Founders Music video.
He said, “Ultimately
Founders Music Video is an event designed
to enhance hall life and
encourage an entire hall
to come together and
create something that
can be really cool. And
quite honestly, the only
thing more satisfying
than watching the incredible shots that Levi
Tucker edited together
was claiming the first
place prize. It was definitely an experience to
be remembered.”

study relevant to our
campus once the second round of antibody
testing is complete. The
official study results will
likely be published in a
vaccine journal.

As a final note, readers
should know that research requesting the
participation of the Covenant College community must be reviewed
and approved by the
Institutional Research
Board (IRB) before proceeding. Voyles said of
the study this week, “If
Covenant College will approved by the IRB,
Readers may have won- receive results of the then students, staff, and

FOUNDERS MUSIC
VIDEO
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

dered why the research
study includes a screening for influenza (A and
B), respiratory syncytial
virus (RSV) and other
seasonal coronaviruses.
According to Principle
Investigator Dr. Poland,
this is a matter of routine, as the testing panel for COVID-19 also
includes tests for these
other viruses. The results of this additional
screening are not relevant to the chief aim of
the study in COVID-19
prevalence.

D’anerys Doe ’23 of
Highlands Hall enjoyed
the early stages of FMV.
Highlands put together a massive playlist of
possible songs to use,
and then they all voted
together on which song
to choose.

Readers seeking more
information on the
IRB and what approval
entails should contact
Dr. Washburn, Chair
of the IRB, at david.
washburn@covenant.
edu. Readers interested
in specifics of the study
should contact Scott
Feeder, one of the study
coordinators, at feeder.
scott@mayo.edu.

FMV Awards, Photo from @covenant.founders.hall

Doe said, “It was a fun
experience for us to go
through the playlist and
listen to the different
styles of music. Once
we had the song, a couple of people had really specific ideas about
what the theme of our
video could be, and
what we could do for it.
It was a really neat idea,
and people liked it and
started talking about
scenes we could shoot
that would work really
well for the theme.”

A hall that certainly
commanded attention
due to their cinematography was Blackwatch.
Kevin Davenport ’22,
the star of Blackwatch’s
video, commented on
the incredible amount
of work they put into it.
Davenport emphasized
how Blackwatch wanted
their video to be about
their hall community
that developed this seAlthough many Found- mester.
ers Hall residents adstressed
mitted that Founders Davenport
the
point
that
his
hallMusic Video couldn’t
mates
and
he
wanted
to
replace Around Foundmake
sure
their
video
ers, Sarah Murphy ’23 of
Balcony Hall comment- stood out. “We knew we
ed on how Founders couldn’t compromise at
Music Video helps ce- all or our video would
ment hall culture. Bal- fall flat. In practice, that
meant Jon [Hill], Ban-

faculty should have confidence to participate if
they so choose.”

First Place Winners, Photo from @hallbrethren

jo [Jones] and I spent
probably upwards of 20
hours planning shots,
storyboarding
and
writing before we ever
picked up a camera, not
to mention close to 60
hours of filming and editing in the last week before the deadline.”
Founders Music Video is a huge part of hall
culture for Founders,
and the incredible work
put into the event by all
students involved helps
remind Covenant College of the traditions
that make our school so
special.
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kids toys, Christmas decor, quilts and so much
more with colorful
hand-dyed fabrics and
local types of patterned
fabric like kitenge and
kikoy. Their handiwork
is sold at their shop in
Nairobi and distributed
to customers in the U.S.
through their online
shop and headquarters
in Chattanooga.
Amani is a ministry
grounded in the biblical
principle of the imago
dei which drives them
to address the brokenness of the world in a
holistic way, addressing
every aspect of poverty. They recognize that
poverty is the result of
broken relationships between individuals and
God, themselves, others
and creation.
“Because we know the
love of Christ, we want
to respond when we
see brokenness in the
world, and we want to
respond in a way that
interacts positively with
all of the different ways
that we can be broken,”
said Peter Vaughn, the
co-director of the Amani center in the U.S.
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they could to support
themselves by simply
sewing placemats.
This seemingly small
effort eventually grew
into Amani ya Juu,
which now employs
120 women in Uganda
and Kenya. The organization’s goal is to share
God’s peace and spirit of
reconciliation with everyone who comes into
contact with them.
The women come from a
variety of backgrounds,
but they are unified
through the peace of
Christ. Hanging in their
chapel is a special piece
they call the Unity Quilt
which beautifully displays Amani’s mission
of bringing the reconciliation and peace of
God to all. Each of the
12 panels pictures traditional ways of celebrating reconciliation
among the various people groups that the Amani women are from
and a red cross runs
through the middle,
signifying the unifying
work of Christ. Each of
the women has a beautiful and unique story to
tell that truly showcases
the power of the gospel
for changing lives.
Once a woman joins the
Amani community, she
is welcomed into a family of women who love
God and each other and
encourage each other as
they walk through life.
Every morning before
work, they gather in the
chapel to share prayer
requests and sing praises to God. They greet
each other with hugs,
high fives and exuberant laughter.

“But,” Vaughn said, “also
because we are in the
image of God, people
are not meant to persist
on handouts. God has
mandated every person
to be co-creators, tending his garden into a
heavenly city. It is in using our gifts creatively
and productively to the
benefit of ourselves and
others and to the glory of God that we find
fulfillment in our vocaAbout halfway through
tion.”
the morning, they stop
Amani uniquely brings work and take a break to
together these beliefs drink their chai. As they
by being a registered share their snacks with
non-profit organization each other, like homeso that they can accept made chapati and mandonations which help dazi, they reveal how
them provide scholar- deep their community
ships and an emergency is through their generfund, but they are pri- osity and conversations.
marily funded by the
sale of the products the Amani ya Juu is a place
Amani women create. where every woman is
“The women of Amani encouraged, welcomed
are therefore not recipi- and loved no matter her
ents of benevolence, but background or current
artisans who provide for situation. It’s a wonderthemselves and for their ful atmosphere to be a
families through their part of, but in March the
good work,” Vaughn pandemic significantly
altered it.
said.
Amani ya Juu began 25
years ago, when Becky
Chinchen, an American
missionary in Liberia,
became a refugee as a result of the Liberian civil
war. Eventually, she ended up in Kenya where
she met three other refugees. They were all vulnerable, without social
networks, resources or
skills, Vaughn recalled.
They started doing what

Photo Provided by Kelli Hansen

ly be unable to pay rent the women who truly
or even buy food.
thrive when they are in
community with each
However, God was in- other. Winrose, the procredibly gracious and duction materials suprovided
enough, pervisor at the Nairobi
through donations to location, said her favorthe emergency fund, ite thing about Amani
that Amani could send is “the company of the
stipends to the women women with their funny
throughout the three stories.” Now, she really
months of government misses that. “It’s not as
lockdown. Vaughn also interesting as when we
mentioned that an in- were all able to come. I
crease in online sales miss our lunch breaks
created a substantial [and] socializing at the
amount of work for the in-house garden with
women when they were my workmates,” she
finally able to return.
said.
“COVID-19 has been a
roller coaster for Amani, but it has also been
an opportunity to see
God’s gracious provision and care,” Vaughn
said. The pandemic has
affected the women of
Amani living in Africa in very similar ways
to how it has affected
those in the U.S., and
they have responded in
similar ways.
Vaughn said, “There
are the same fears, the
same isolation, and similar ways of coping. The
Amani ladies started a
WhatsApp chat group
so that they could continue to interact with
each other from a distance.” Everyone needs
community, but this
online community was
only a shadow of the fellowship these ladies had
before the pandemic, so
there was much rejoicing when the women in
Africa and staff in Chattanooga finally came
back together after
months of separation.

The pandemic has
undoubtedly
been
life-changing and difficult, but it has also been
an opportunity to witness God’s faithfulness
and provision. Through
the generosity of God’s
people, the women of
Amani were supported
through the lockdown
and provided with work
to do upon returning.
Vaughn said the pandemic has also provided
an opportunity for them
to focus on an exciting
addition to their Chattanooga storefront, a
cafe they’re calling The
Livingstone. “This cafe
will enable us to provide
employment opportunities to marginalized
Chattanoogans while

also increasing traffic
to our retail showroom.
It has been amazing to
see that vision coming
to fruition, and we hope
to open sometime in the
new year.”
Despite
the
trials
brought on by this pandemic, Amani ya Juu
has been encouraged by
God’s faithfulness and
love. “Seeing God’s miraculous provision for
Amani, in completely
unexpected ways, has
been a reminder that
there is nothing that
surprises God, and however furious the commotion on earth, from
His eternal perspective
it does not seem to be a
loud noise to Him. He
is faithful. His kingdom
will remain intact, and
it will win the day. We
have the confidence that
comes from the promise of the Almighty,”
Vaughn said.
Through drastic changes and many uncertain
moments, Amani has
continued to be a place
of community, peace,
and fellowship. They’ve
had to make adjustments and sacrifices,
but God continues to
show his faithfulness
and love to this extraordinary community.

Now, operations at Amani look much different. Smaller groups of
women rotate on days
they can come in so that
only about eight women are there at the same
time. The stitchers come
to receive orders and
supplies and then take
projects home to do the
stitching.

On Friday, March 13,
the women went about
work as usual, fairly
optimistic that the pandemic would not severely affect them. By
the following Monday,
Amani was essentially
closed, and completely
shut down by the end of
the week. Without this
work, the women would
face substantial finan- This has been a signifcial difficulties and like- icant adjustment for

Photo Provided by Kelli Hansen
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DEPARTMENT
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son.
As an admissions tour
guide, Ashley Biegel ’22
has noticed that more
families than usual are
visiting campus and that
visitors have been “really
cool and chill about [the
COVID-19 protocols].”

actions, rather than larger
events like college fairs or
visits with youth groups.
She also noted that this
format is harder logistically because of scheduling, but that she prefers Tours are mostly conductthese visits because they ed outside, and families
are not able to go inside
are more personal.
dorm buildings. However,
Erickson also said the students are still able to
new system has unexpect- sit in on a class and have
lunch in the Great Hall
ed benefits.
while wearing masks and
“I’m able to ask, ‘Hey, practicing social distancwhat’s school like? How’s ing.
it going? How do you feel
about what your school Though applicants are
is doing?’ It’s really good not able to experience a
to get the awkwardness “typical” day as a Covdown and say, ‘Hey, I’m enant student, both Toactually interested in mas and Erickson say that
you as a person. This is a they have received good
shared experience and I responses from students
know that everyone’s af- and their families.
fected by it,’” said Erick-

Photo from covenant.edu

take students to chapel
so they see that students
are there and engaging.
It’s not typical chapel, but
it’s still a better glimpse of
Tomas added that it what we’re normally like
“means a lot for us to con- than if we were virtual.”
Despite the challeng- tinue to have tours and
es that COVID-19 has show people around and
“It feels like a bummer to
me, but when we talk to
students, they’re like, ‘Oh,
I loved it! I’m so happy we
get to be on campus,’” said
Erickson.

presented to his departments, Tomas said he is
“really happy and proud
of our campus.”

SPORTS

JV SPORTS CANCELLED DUE TO COVID-19
by Nate Castillo
The JV season for this year
has been canceled, while
it appears that the varsity
team will still play during
the spring semester.
The men’s JV soccer
team, known as the Brady
Boomers, is coming off of
one of its best seasons yet,
ending with a home record last year of 4-0-2 and
an away record of 3-1-1.
Needless to say, the team
was performing on a truly
exceptional level, proving
the high level of soccer
that is played on all levels
at Covenant College. JV
legend Roy Makkar Gabriel ‘22, said about the
JV soccer team, “They
represent what it means
to play hard and win but
still have a good time doing it.”

COVID-19 and the cancellation of their season
this year. Without an apparent plan, the Brady
Boomer’s future and hope
started to diminish. Bryant Wood ‘22 said, “People started to lose focus
as practices became student-led. After this happened, fewer and fewer
people started coming.”
MId-October, there were
no practices being held
and only a GroupMe chat
was left to keep the team
intact.

sad to see the season being canceled. It was fun to
play with the team and we
were only getting better.
It’s sad to think that the
progress we gained could
be lost.”
And there are players like
Will Kenas ‘23 who are
hoping to make it on the
varsity squad. Kenas said
that the JV team is “the
pride and joy of Covenant
College. I hope they come
back just as strong.”

Without the inclusion of
JV sports this academic year, there seems to be
something truly lacking
on campus, as JV sports
represent a competitive yet accessible way to
play our favorite sports.
Groups like the Brady
Boomers and the JV basketball teams have had
their entire seasons canSadly, the team’s growth Then there are players like celed and have to resort
has been diminished by Woods. He said, “I am to pick-up to scratch their
The JV squad’s uncertain
future has divided the
team into three different
groups. There are players
like Mateus Jennings ‘22,
who, when asked for his
thoughts on the season
being canceled, replied, “I
didn’t even know we had
one in the first place.”

THE MOST WONDERFUL
VIEWING OF THE YEAR
by Jem Davenport
There’s one thing that
always gets me into
the holiday mood, and
that’s seasonal movies. Every year I watch
so many Christmas
movies with my family, including classics
like “It’s A Wonderful Life” and “A Charlie Brown Christmas”

and less classic movies
like the VeggieTales
Christmas episodes
and “Harry Potter and
the Sorcerer’s Stone,”
which is arguably a
Christmas movie because Christmas occurs in the movie. Like
“Die Hard.”

Christmas
fantasy
drama about the life
of one George Bailey,
a selfless man who has
given up much of his
life and dreams to help
and enable others on
their own paths. After
finally being pushed to
consider suicide, his
guardian angel inter“It’s A Wonderful Life” venes and shows him
is a 1946 American all the ways that he has

Photo provided by Joshua McDonald

competitive itch.

wanted to.”

Alex Stayte ’21 was sad
when the JV basketball
season was canceled. He
said, “It was really my last
opportunity to play a college sport, and it makes
me disappointed to think
I can’t finish as strong as I

Hopefully, the spirit and
sportsmanship of Covenant’s JV teams will continue when they are able
to have a season. Until
then, we must wait in anticipation to see JV sports
in action again.

made his immediate
world a better place.
The movie ends with
an evocative show of
community and loving generosity.

as Linus quotes the
“Christmas passage”
from the book of Luke
to tell Charlie Brown
the true meaning of
Christmas, and frankly, the music slaps. It’s
“A Charlie Brown the Charlie Browniest.
Christmas” is a change
of pace, a 1985 ani- “Harry Potter and the
mated television spe- Sorcerer’s Stone” is alcial, actually the first ways a classic, with or
TV special based on without the Christmas
the Peanuts comic element. The 2001
strip, filled with clas- fantasy film following
sic Christmas movie Harry’s first year at
tropes like the stan- Hogwarts and his condard Christmas play sequent adventures is
and commercialized accompanied by an enChristmas. It has a
CONTINUED ON PAGE 5
good message, though,
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WONDERFUL VIEWING
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 4

chanting soundtrack
and delightful cast of
precious eleven-yearolds. Despite the fact
that it’s not really an
acknowledged Christmas movie, we can
still appreciate the
magic and aesthetic that the first Harry
Potter movie brings to
the table.

Of course, people
have other Christmas
movie-watching traditions including “The
Year Without a Santa
Claus” and “March of
the Wooden Soldiers.”
“The Year Without a
Santa Claus” is a 1974
stop-motion animated television special
about the year that
Santa Claus was put
on bedrest during the

Christmas
season.
Shenanigans
ensue
as the two elves employed by Mrs. Claus
try to find out if people still believe in Santa Claus.

in Toyland. There isn’t
a whole lot of plot to
this movie, but much
like “The NeverEnding Story,” if you grew
up watching it, you
might be willing to
throw hands to defend
“March of the Wood- the movie’s honor.
en Soldiers,” more
commonly known as Everyone has their
“Babes in Toyland,” own Christmas trais a bizarre mesh of ditions beyond movwell-known fairy tale ies. There’s just somecharacters who all live thing about sitting

down with your family, curled up under
a blanket with a familiar movie playing
in the background.
Making inside jokes
with your siblings that
you can only make because you’ve seen this
movie so many times
over the last two decades is a warmth that
not even the toastiest
chestnut roasting fire
can bring.

COV COMICS

HOLDING ON

BY: KYARI HOISINGTON

BY: EMILY BRAUER
I don’t like letting go
But changes happen, like melting snow
Whether it’s a t-shirt of memories
Or a friend anniversary
How many photos do you delete?
Sometimes it feels like I’m admitting defeat.
How do you respond when a friendship deflates like a balloon?
You thought it’d last forever and it’s gone so soon.
When is it time to admit the pants are too tight,
The picture is shredded, or it’s time to say goodnight?
When is the crack in your mug a danger?
When should a loved one become a stranger?
When do you let go of being the best?
What’s left to argue, can you give it a rest?
Were we made to move on? Grow apart in time?
Are we doomed from the start, pretending it’s fine?
Whether distance or difference or our sinful self,
Each goodbye and grievance is added to the shelf
At what point, I wonder, will it all collapse?
And will my broken spirit be able to put it back?
It’s at this point I cry out to Him
The only one who sees where I End and Begin.
Others point out things, shiny and new,
But He gets my desires pure and untrue.
He didn’t scrap this world, make something else
Doesn’t move on, but stays as it melts.
He scoops us up, says He’ll never leave,
And as you know, from His Word He never cleaves.
He is my rock and refuge, His steadfastness is real
But my heart remains soft, I’m not made of steel.
So when I am lost (as I always am),
I frantically reach out and grab His soft hand
And that’s where I hold on.
The very tightest.

REFLECTIONS ON THE
PRINCESS BRIDE
by Sara Rogers

On October 9, 1987, the
movie “The Princess
Bride” was released, and
the film world has not
been the same since. It
is mostly the humor that
keeps it in the forefront of
people’s minds. The iconic “Have fun storming the
castle” line and the “mostly dead” scene still make
most people laugh, and
of course the “Mawidge,

office originally. While it
did not necessarily flop,
it didn’t soar either. The
original screenplay had
bounced from studio to
studio for years until director Rob Reiner took
up the torch and began
mawidge is what bwings working on it in 1986.
us togevver today” scene.
It was an influential mov- The first person the direcie of its time and still is tor casted was Carl Elwes
today.
as Westley without really entertaining any othThe film is the perfect er actors, as both Reiner
combination of, to quote and the casting director
the script, “Fencing. Jane Jenkins believed that
Fighting. Torture. Re- Elwes was the only one
venge. Giants. Monsters. good enough for the role,
Chases. Escapes. True with his blonde hair and
Love. Miracles.” Despite blue eyes and for his perits current popularity, it formance in “Lady James.”
did not do well in the box

Strangely enough, Robin
Wright was not chosen to
play Princess Buttercup
until a week before filming actually began. Mandy
Patinkin auditioned for
the role of Inigo Montoya,
and Wallace Shawn was
chosen for Vizzini mostly
because of his height and
personality.

an understandable casting
choice. When the casting director approached
Roussimoff, there was a
scheduling conflict with a
wrestling match, and Arnold Schwarzenegger was
nearly given the role. This
was a blow to production,
but luckily the issue was
resolved as the match was
canceled and Roussimoff
When William Goldman, could play the role. The
the author of the book, rest of the cast was filled
originally workshopped in from there.
the script, he wanted Andre “The Giant” Roussi- Although it’s been over
moff to play the character 30 years since “The Prinof Fezzik, mainly due to cess Bride” came out, it
the size of the wrestler—at continues to impact peoa whopping 7 feet 9 inches and 529 pounds, it was
CONTINUED ON PAGE 6

ARTS
PRINCESS BRIDE

zik leans down and says
to Montoya, “You be careCONTINUED FROM PAGE 5
ful—people in masks can’t
ple today. Most of the be trusted.”
people in my life have When I rewatched the
found themselves watch- movie with my friends on
ing it over and over again campus, we all found ourduring quarantine and selves laughing because
throughout the pandem- of the irony of watching
ic. Interestingly enough, this in 2020. We are at a
several scenes and lines point in our lives where
from the movie still have everyone wears masks,
bearing on the events of and Fezzik’s point is one
today.
to focus on.
The first quote comes only The following scene after
twenty or so minutes into the duel is between Fezthe movie. The Dread Pi- zik and Westley. In this
rate Roberts is making his scene, Fezzik is dueling
way up the Cliffs of Insan- a masked man, whom
ity while chasing Vizzini, he does not recognize as
Inigo Montoya and Fez- Westley. Throughout the
zik. The trio had stolen fight there are comments
the Princess Buttercup about each other’s skills
and Roberts is trying to and at a break in the fight,
steal her back for what the Fezzik asks the man in the
trio believed was his own mask, “Why do you wear
benefit. Vizzini tells Inigo a mask? Were you disfigMontoya to fight the man ured at birth or burned
once Roberts reaches the by acid or something like
top, and as he leaves, Fez- that?”
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The masked man responds, “Oh no, it’s just
that they’re terribly comfortable. I think everyone
will be wearing them in
the future.”
The pure chance of this
line being so accurate this
year is wild, and while
Westley’s mask is worn
over his eyes and not his
mouth, it is still funny to
hear.
The final moment comes
maybe five minutes later,
in a battle of wits. Well,
one sided wits. In the
scene, Westley presents
Vizzini with two cups,
telling him that one contains iocane powder, an
odorless, tasteless poison
that dissolves in water.
This scene was referenced
during this year’s Mac
Movie Night. In Chi Alpha’s movie, one of the
hallmates, Aly Davis ’20,
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was poisoned by a glass of
juice without her knowledge, much like Westley
poisoned Vizzini.

for all ages. The kids that
I babysit enjoy it, and my
grandmother back home
from Wales loves it, and
practically everyone who’s
Overall, the movie is a seen the movie can admit
fantastic watch, and the its charms.
best part is the fact that
this movie is appropriate

OPINIONS

RULES, SEX, AND
RESPONSIBILITY

readers will also recognize
that the laissez-faire tone I
have taken when discussing the current situation
conflicts with that direction. That is because, in
accordance with Jesus and
the walls.” The freshmen Republican economics, I
by Anonymous
look queasy, and the top- propose that the solution
Students have sex on ic of conversation quickly to the problem is actually
not to increase regulation.
Covenant’s campus. My shifts.
guess is that the above
statement garners one of This conversation is im- I should mention that this
three responses. The first portant, however, be- article is not intended to
is the sheepish sort of in- cause this is how Cove- challenge Covenant on its
difference that comes of nant freshmen are made belief statement that stubeing anonymously called aware of the unspoken dents should not have sex
out. The second is the rule on Covenant’s cam- on campus. Rather, I simbegrudging affirmation pus—one does not simply ply wish to point out and
of a fact that was known go into Brock, Sander- subsequently prove that
but probably preferred son, any parking lot, any Covenant’s attempts to
unspoken. Finally, there study room or any athlet- discourage sexual activiis indignance, astonish- ic field after dark, unless ty on campus are actually
ment, dismay and/or dis- prepared to encounter an having the opposite of the
gust on the part of people awkward situation. Hon- intended effect.
who did not know this to estly? Even lobby areas Take, for example, what
become off-limits the lat- I will call the “90 degree
be the case.
door rule.” For those of
er into the night it gets.
you too single to know,
To be honest, however, that third reaction is Of course, this is all some- this rule dictates that
tongue-in-cheek. whenever two people
probably significantly less what
common than one would The situation isn’t quite of opposite sexes are in
guess because most Cov- as bad as all that (though a dorm room, the door
enant students encounter those conversations defi- must be open 90 degrees
this fact in their day-to- nitely occur) and this ar- or more. (If anyone’s curiday life at some point in ticle isn’t really about the ous, this rule can be found
their Covenant career. fact that people have sex on page 5 of the Residence
I find that it most often on Covenant’s campus. Hall Manual.)
comes up in conversa- Rather, this article is about
tions with freshmen as a where people have sex on For the sake of argument
Covenant’s campus, and flow, I am going to state
sort of cautionary tale.
what the administration the blatantly obvious—
these rules are in place to
“Don’t go into Brock af- should do about it.
discourage students from
ter midnight,” one upperclassmen cautions, “you’ll Now, when I write “what engaging sexually during
almost certainly run into Covenant should do about open hall hours (which,
a couple in a classroom.” it,” I can all but see, in my for you freshman, were
The freshmen in the con- mind’s eye, readers either specific hours on weekversation look appropri- rejoicing or groaning as ends when members of
ately astonished, as well as they anticipate my call the opposite sex were alequal parts disgusted and for tighter restrictions, lowed on residence halls.).
intrigued. “One time,” more security patrolling I don’t care how bold
another upperclassmen of buildings and parking you are, no one is trying
adds, “I was studying in lots, and a higher stan- anything with the door
Sanderson and I could dard of sexual purity on wide open and RAs pahear someone through campus. However, most trolling outside the door

every couple of minutes.
I mean, honestly? You’re
better off just waiting till
you can sneak into an
academic building. The
arrangement might not
be as comfortable, but at
least you and your SO can
get a little peace and—you
see my point? Do you see
why Covenant has the bizarre problem of students
risking it all to get it on in
the middle of the night, in
public places no less?

period of human development where we are most
attractive and sexually
able. In other words, sex
will happen on a college
campus. A lot. The measures necessary to truly
make progress in preventing it are only permissible
in tyrannical regimes.
So what should Covenant
do? Given that the college
cannot logistically prevent sexual activity from
occurring, its next priority should be to maintain
an edifying and enriching
environment on campus
in general. In this particular case, that means doing the most to keep academic buildings family
friendly at all hours of day
or night.

Now, I understand where
the administration is coming from. By restricting
students’ access to private
time with members of the
opposite sex, Covenant is
attempting to dissuade its
students from engaging in
activity which the college
believes to be wrong. This,
in and of itself, is not an To that end, I propose
issue; that is the college’s that students be allowed
prerogative.
private time with members of the opposite sex
My point is, the regula- to spend as they please.
tions in place are not ac- The “90 degree door rule”
tually stopping anyone should be removed. Will
on campus who wants to some students use that
engage in sexual activity time to engage in sexual
from doing so. Much of activity? Absolutely. Can
Covenant’s student body the college continue to
objects to having sex, but condemn said activity?
not because they can’t find Absolutely. Can the cola place to do it. Equally lege put consequences in
adamant are those open place for those caught ento sex—they’ve already gaging in sexual activity?
brushed off the commu- Absolutely. But the choice
nity stigma and the ad- should still be left to the
ministrative commands students, as the budding
against it.
adults that we are.
Either way, rules aren’t the
difference-makers here.
Did anyone honestly expect them to be? Sexuality
is undeniably one of the
strongest impulses in the
human psyche. As if that
weren’t enough, college
falls exactly within the
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EXPERIENCING THE SABBATH IN
A COMPRESSED SEMESTER
by Emily Mayfield
I think I speak for many of
my fellow students when I
say that this semester has
been exhausting. While
it is wonderful to be back
together in person again
after a long six months
apart, this semester has
been a challenging one.
Schoolwork has been
compressed and piled on
top of us more than ever,
and the professors are
feeling the weight of the
sheer amount of work as
well.
For those of us who were
here last spring, sometimes it feels as if we are
waiting to be sent home
again. We are shouldering
the mental and emotional

weight of eight months of
living in a pandemic, and
it is hard. We did not expect to be experiencing
this, and we were not prepared. Despite all of these
challenges, it has been
rewarding to be here this
semester, and not to be
learning online again.
Let’s address the elephant in the room here,
though: having no breaks
in a four-month semester is draining physically,
mentally and emotionally. For some of us, this is
the longest we have been
away from home—many
students would go home
for fall break or just for
the weekend, but since
off-campus travel is being discouraged this se-

mester, there is a sense of
isolation from those back
home. This may especially present challenges for
students living away from
home for the first time or
experiencing homesickness.
Having no breaks (except
for Day of Prayer and Fall
Respite) gives us little
time as students and faculty to rest. In Genesis,
God created the Sabbath
as a blessing for man. God
knew that man could not
sustain continuous work.
We need breaks in order
to be able to function to
the best of our ability and
to maintain our health.
Day of Prayer and Fall
Respite were wonderful
days, but because they
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were the only two days off,
I, at least, felt a pressure
to use those days to do
all the things I had been
wanting to do, and that I
had run out of time to do
on normal days. This resulted in my filling those
days to the brim and not
seeking rest, which is certainly something I regret.
The Sabbath was given to
us as a gift, and it has been
difficult to use the gift of
rest this semester without
feeling guilty for not using our time to study.
This compressed semester
has had an effect on our
collective mental health
as well. While doing
homework all the time is
not healthy, neither is the
other extreme, never doing homework. So how,
in this shortened, compressed semester, are we
supposed to find a healthy
balance between work
and rest?
Here is my advice: make
sure you are doing things

that fill you up, not just
things that empty you.
Homework can sap our
mental energy, and lack of
sleep can affect every facet of our lives. I would advise all of us to guard our
sleep—being well-rested
affects our perspectives on
the things around us, and
it allows us to be alert and
more fully present with
whatever we are doing.
Everyone has different
ways of recharging and
filling up, so I think it’s
important that we figure out what helps us to
feel re-energized. Reading Scripture and praying, as well as sleeping,
are universals that can
help everyone, introvert
or extrovert. From there,
even the smallest things,
like watching an episode
of television or spending
time with friends, can
change your day. Let’s
spur one another on for
the remainder of the semester and remember to
rest.

THE IMPORTANCE OF CHURCH MEMBERSHIP

How can an elder hold
a believer accountable,
There is an epidemic grip- when that believer has
ping Covenant College, not placed himself under
and it is not COVID-19. the church’s authority?
Rather, it is a failure to understand the importance Membership in a local
of church membership. church is one of the means
This process of formally by which God grows and
joining a church is an is- teaches us. One of the
sue which confronts not key aspects of this growth
only the students at Cov- through membership is
enant College, but also the ability to serve a loChristianity as a whole. cal church. Even college
More and more, believers students have opportuseem to be either unaware nities to use their talents
or unwilling to participate to help brothers and sisin the process of joining a ters in Christ: they can
local church, to their det- help in the nursery, help
riment. It is important to upkeep the church’s farealize that church mem- cilities and simply pray
bership is a vital com- for the church body and
ponent of the Christian pastor. Through this serwalk, and the primary vice, believers grow in
way that God grows and humility and love. Membership carries with it this
sanctifies us.
commitment to serve the
Church membership is a body of Christ.
biblical concept. While the
phrase “church member- Perhaps more imporship” is not actually found tantly, membership gives
in the Bible, the idea is vi- believers accountability.
tal to understanding the Christians of all ages need
Scriptures. For instance, to be committed to a local
as Pastor Ricky Jones of church so that, when they
RiverOaks Presbyterian struggle or fall into sin,
Church points out, every they are protected, chalsingle letter in the New lenged and uplifted by the
Testament is addressed to flock. Pastors especiala local church, teaching ly have a duty to oversee
believers how to get along their congregation, and
with one another, how we do ourselves a disserto submit to elders, and vice when we flit from
how to conduct oneself in church to church, nevchurch. Dr. Julius Kim of er committing to one. A
Westminster Theological church brings with it opSeminary points out that portunities for a believer
the Old Testament word to be sanctified in disciused for “the assembly of pleship, and also to disciGod’s people” literally im- ple others as well. Moreplies that God called His over, church membership
people out to worship. keeps us going to church.
None of these aspects can When it is Sunday morntruly be recognized when ing, and we are expecting
a believer has not com- a long, hard week with
mitted himself to a church tests and homework due,
through
membership. it is a commitment which
by Oscar Powell

reminds us of the impor- older and younger than
tance of Lord’s Day wor- they. It is vital that young,
ship.
college-age Christians actively seek the wisdom of
The greatest benefit of older and wiser believers,
church
membership, and also disciple and enhowever, is in its cove- courage younger saints.
nantal nature. When a
believer joins a church, I would encourage those
he announces his faith to of you who are faithfully
the world and formally going to a church every
joins the body of Christ. Sunday to join; commit
So many, when it comes to the service of Christ’s
to joining a church, reply church, and place yourself
with, “I am a member of under the accountabilithe universal Church.” ty of the elders. To those
But, as Dr. Kim points out, of you visiting different
one cannot be a member churches each Sunday,
of the human race with- find a place where the
out first being a member gospel is preached and
of an immediate family. Christ is central, and join.
Likewise, we cannot be And I would encourage
a member of the body of those of you who do not
Christ without first be- go to church for fear of
ing a faithful, committed COVID-19 to deeply conchurch-goer.
sider your heart; if you
do not go to church on
There is something beau- Sunday, but travel down
tiful and profound in the the mountain or eat out,
way that God has given us perhaps you should rethe church to change us consider your true motiand sanctify us to be more vation. Church memberlike His Son. David, in ship is not something that
Psalm 27:4 writes, “One should be lightly placed to
thing have I asked of the the side.
Lord, that will I seek after: that I may dwell in Joining a church is often
the house of the Lord all hard. It is hard to comthe days of my life, to gaze mit to going to the same
upon the beauty of the building every Sunday.
Lord and to inquire in his There may be drama or
temple.” Like David, let us strife within the church,
love the church!
and because of our hardened hearts, the gospel is
In today’s cultural and often unpleasant and consocial climates, with vio- victing. But that is why
lence and anger spewing membership is so importfrom all sides, there is ant: when the going is
nothing more important tough, there is a bond that
than a faithful commit- holds us to our commitment to attend church. ment, and there are fellow
Believers cannot begin believers who walk alongto approach the difficult side us as we go. God has
questions facing them given His saints a beautiwithout first going to the ful thing in the Church,
church and seeking the and it is foolish to regard
wisdom of saints both it with apathy.
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WHAT WE’VE LOST
by Miller Green

just like we always have.
I thought our relationCOVID-19 has changed ship was the one thing
nearly all of my col- the coronavirus panlege life except for one demic hadn’t touched.
thing: my relationship
with my roommate Ol- It wasn’t until the two
ivia. As I’ve watched of us got to spend time
classes on Panopto, met with another close
with professors six feet friend that I realized
apart on the Overlook something
profound
and incorporated tem- had changed. As I
perature checks into my watched Olivia swap
morning routine, Olivia jokes with our friend
is the one person I ha- Michael and, as the eveven’t socially distanced ning wore on and the
from. We share a room conversation got deepin our house off campus er, reflect on her life at
and take turns cooking 30,000 feet, I realized
meals. I still hug her that our relationship has
every day and snuggle actually changed. Living
up on the couch next to daily life next to her, it’s
her to watch movies. We hard to zoom out and
study together, watch see the 30,000-foot view
sunsets, take hikes and of God’s work in her life,
still stay up late talking and through her in othabout anything and ev- er people’s lives, until I
erything in our lives, get to hear someone else

ask her how the year has
been for her. And there
are sides of her that
only other people can
bring out—the way she
and her brother tease
each other, or the way a
friend makes her laugh,
or the way she lights up
when she’s explaining
her biology Capstone to
someone who gets science. Those are parts of
her that I can’t access on
my own.
Our relationships are
not spokes of a wheel,
connecting us to discrete individuals; instead, we are embedded into a complex web
of relationships. This
means that the relationship I have with Olivia
and Michael is different
because of the way they
interact. It also means
that we can be deeply
impacted by things that
happen in other parts
of the web. If two of my
close friends have a fall-

ing out with each other,
that affects me. If one
of my close guy friends
starts dating a runner
girl I’ve never met, she
just might end up being
one of my bridesmaids.
We don’t build friendships in a vacuum.
C.S. Lewis wrote beautifully, “In each of my
friends there is something that only some
other friend can fully
bring out. By myself I
am not large enough
to call the whole man
into activity; I want other lights than my own
to show all his facets.
Now that [my friend]
Charles is dead, I shall
never again see Ronald’s [Tolkien’s] reaction
to a specifically Charles
joke. Far from having
more of Ronald, having
him ‘to myself ’ now that
Charles is away, I have
less of Ronald.” In The
Prodigal God, Keller
summarizes the argu-

ment elegantly: “Lewis
is saying that it took a
community to know an
individual.”
Fostering community
has taken a lot of creativity and work this
year. The Scots have
done a fantastic job protecting and loving each
other well, but it was inevitable that we would
lose some things. Perhaps I’m not the only
one who feels the loss
of group relationships
acutely. While we grieve
each thing that we’ve
lost to the pandemic,
from unmasked classrooms to packed dance
floors, perhaps we’re
also learning to live a
little more simply and
to appreciate things we
never noticed before,
like the simple beauty
of seeing two friends in
conversation.

SCRIPTURE AND
MEMORY

by Anonymous

I’m not a big fan of
memorization. In fact I
see it as more and more
useless as technology
continues to get better
and better at storing information for us. To use
an obvious example, our
phones are doing what
our grandparents (or
childhood selves) used
to do: they remember
phone numbers, addresses, appointments,
experiences and conversations through map,
calendar, photo and
messaging apps, respectively.
In a broken world,
though, memorization
is sometimes necessary.
In fact, if you can’t recite your SSN (in your
head), it is necessary for
you to do some memorization right now!
But, before I continue
bashing the process of
memorization, perhaps
it would be best if I explain what I mean by the
term “memorization.”
I am referring to the
process of rote memorization, where one
stores information in
a manner that doesn’t
promote
meaningful
understanding. An example includes memorization of a completely
arbitrary order of the alphabet. An example that
may be closer to home
is the surface memorization that often occurs
the evening before an
exam. Understanding is

pushed to the side as we
attempt to push as many
facts into our noggins as
possible. The problem
is that you’ll forget the
info hours after you ace
the exam, before it becomes of any real use to
you.
You see, I don’t believe
that God has anything
memorized, at least in
the sense of the word
that I am using it. Now,
if you take particular
comfort in the words of
Matthew 10:30b, don’t
worry for me, I believe
that God does know the
number of hairs on our
heads. But he is much
more intimately familiar with them than you
and I are familiar with
a telephone number. He
doesn’t just take a census of the number of
hairs on your head—he
is intimately aware of
the placement of every
follicle, the distance between the hairs, their
relative angles and their
sizes. If a microscopic organism somehow
fell into your scalp, he
would be able to give it
left/right directions to
get out in the most efficient way possible.
Perhaps an example of
God’s understanding is
in order. It is my belief
that none of us would
ever claim to have their
native language memorized, for two reasons.
First, no one has a whole
language committed to
memory in its entirety. There are simply too
many words, grammati-
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cal rules and exceptions.
Second, the word “memorized” doesn’t come
close to describing your
understanding of the
language. Your knowledge is much more intimate than memorization; you’ve mastered
complex grammatical
concepts to the point
where you can correctly execute them without
pausing for a breath.
You can understand
nuances behind word
choice that would leave
any non-native speaker
baffled.

This idea of memorization versus understanding has many implications for our everyday
lives. The most obvious
might be in our studies.
Ideally we should aim
to memorize as little as
possible, instead aiming
for holistic understanding of each study topic.
You can memorize as
many algebra textbooks
as you want, but if you
can’t explain why any
number raised to the
power of zero is one,
you may not truly understand the concepts.

To use a second example, simply memorizing
mathematical equations
is not ideal. Rather than
committing them to
rote memory, one can
ideally explain their derivation, the meaning behind each variable and
what meaning and implications the equation
has for the field, as well
as how it fits into the
broader framework of
the discipline. The difference between memorizing and understanding the Schrödinger
equation, ĤΨ=EΨ, has
applications I’m unable
to begin to describe.

But, much more importantly, this idea has
many theological implications. Scripture can be
memorized, and many
would rightly promote
the belief that it should
be. But we do not memorize Scripture because
the process is so much
fun, or because it’s so
instantly gratifying. We
memorize Scripture in
order to get to know God
better. Don’t memorize
Scripture. Rather, strive
to understand it, not because it is necessary for
our justification, but because knowing God is
a tremendous blessing
that many do not have.

The difference between
memorizing and understanding Scripture may
seem trivial, but I would
argue that the distinction makes a world of
difference.
I must confess that I
formerly had the idea
that the more Scripture I memorized, the
more righteous I would
become, like premium
fuel in a car. Surely if
I filled my heart with
such good things, I
wouldn’t be able to help
but get better, right? I
had a friend with aspirations of memorizing
the entire Bible. Such
an undertaking may be
an act of immense love
and devotion, or it may
be the byproduct of
deep-rooted arrogance
and insecurity.
And so I encourage you,
stop memorizing Scripture. Don’t worry about
how much you can recite! Strive to experience
it! As Chaplain Lowe
recently said in chapel,
reading Scripture is like
listening to a favorite album. You might know
it inside and out, but
nothing beats the real
experience.

